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Leakage-Aware Cooling Management for
Improving Server Energy Efficiency
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Abstract—The computational and cooling power demands of enterprise servers are increasing at an unsustainable rate. Understanding
the relationship between computational power, temperature, leakage, and cooling power is crucial to enable energy-efficient operation
at the server and data center levels. This paper develops empirical models to estimate the contributions of static and dynamic power
consumption in enterprise servers for a wide range of workloads, and analyzes the interactions between temperature, leakage, and
cooling power for various workload allocation policies. We propose a cooling management policy that minimizes the server energy
consumption by setting the optimum fan speed during runtime. Our experimental results on a presently shipping enterprise server
demonstrate that including leakage awareness in workload and cooling management provides additional energy savings without any
impact on performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

DATA centers often comprise thousands of enter-
prise servers that typically serve millions of users

globally in a 24-7 fashion. The increasing demand for
computing resources has recently facilitated the rapid
proliferation and growth of data center facilities. Until
recently, data centers have focused mainly on providing
the desired performance. As a result, raw throughput
increased tremendously. However, today’s data centers
consume a huge amount of electrical power. In 2010, data
center electricity represented 1.3% of all the electricity
use in the world, yielding 250 billion kWh consumption
per year worldwide [1]. In year 2012 alone, global data
center power consumption increased to 38GW. A further
rise of 17% to 43GW was estimated in 2013 [2].

The cooling power needed to keep the servers within
reliable thermal operating conditions has traditionally
been one of the major contributors to the overall data
center power consumption, accounting for over 30%
of the electricity bill [3]. In the last years, significant
research effort has been devoted to decrease the cooling
power, thus increasing the data center Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE), defined as the ratio between total
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facility power and IT power. According to a report by the
Uptime Institute, average PUE improved from 2.5 in 2007
to 1.89 in 2012, reaching 1.65 in 2013 [4]. This average
PUE values are still far from the 1.1 to 1.3 obtained
in data centers using the most efficient free cooling
techniques [5], that allow to reach values as low as the
1.13 achieved by Google Data Centers [6]. Apart from
using more efficient room cooling systems, raising the
inlet temperature is one of the most common strategies
to increase efficiency [4]. The increase in room ambient
temperature, however, also increases the fan speed of
servers to keep all components below critical thermal
thresholds. As fan power is a cubic function of fan speed,
using high fan speeds leads to a high cumulative server
fan power. Fans have become an important contributor
to power consumption, reaching up to 14% of the overall
data center power consumption [7].

Higher room temperatures also imply increasing the
chip temperatures, which are already high due to the
rapid increase in CMOS power density [8]. This may
cause potential reliability problems as well as increased
leakage power because of the exponential dependence
of leakage on temperature. Prior work analyzing the
effect of leakage on servers highlights that allowing
higher room temperatures may or may not be efficient
depending on the specific data center configuration [9].

Another major factor that affects temperature in
servers is the workload dynamics. Different workload al-
location schemes change the temperature balance across
the chip and thus, the leakage power [10]. Moreover,
server power consumption depends on the character-
istics of the running workload and the allocation pol-
icy [11]. State-of-the-art techniques are either focused at
the CPU level, or, if scaled to the server level, they tackle
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fan control, leakage power reduction, and temperature-
aware workload allocation problems separately [12].
However, server temperature and energy depend on
decisions in all these domains. In order to obtain the
highest possible energy savings in the overall server
power consumption, the dependencies between these
domains need to be considered, motivating the design
of a comprehensive multivariate control strategy.

This paper proposes a strategy to reduce server energy
consumption, in a way that is aware of the interactions
among power, temperature, leakage, and workload dy-
namics. Our specific contributions are as follows:
• We design empirical models to estimate various

power components in the server (e.g., static and
dynamic power, CPU and memory power). We val-
idate our models using a wide range of applications
running on a presently-shipping enterprise server.

• We analyze leakage vs. cooling power tradeoffs
at the server level, and show the importance
of temperature-dependent leakage in server en-
ergy consumption. We also study the relationship
among power, temperature, application character-
istics and workload allocation.

• We develop a control strategy that dynamically
sets the optimum cooling for arbitrary workloads.
Compared to prior techniques [13], [14], our policy
reduces leakage plus fan energy by an additional
3% without any impact on performance.

The rest of this paper starts by discussing the related
work. Section 3 shows our experimental methodology.
The proposed power modeling techniques are presented
in Section 4. Section 5 describes the proposed fan control
policy. In Section 6, we analyze the impact of workload
allocation on energy. Results are presented in Section 7,
and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
In the area of server energy efficiency, several works
tackle fan control to reduce cooling costs. Han et al. [12]
propose a runtime fan controller based on offline ther-
mal modeling validated via simulation. Shin et al. [15]
use Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling (DVFS) together
with fan control to minimize cooling and CPU power
in a desktop computer. Chan et al. [16] approach the
fan control problem both from the energy minimization
and fan-induced vibration perspective. Even though our
work could be combined with DVFS, our goal is to
minimize overall server energy without relying on this
technique as it introduces penalties in execution time, po-
tentially increasing energy consumption. Moreover, our
work minimizes leakage and cooling power by proac-
tively setting the optimum fan speed before a thermal
event occurs, and is validated on an enterprise server.

Other approaches that take into account the leakage-
cooling tradeoffs do not include a setup that enables fan
speed control. Policies such as TAPO-server, proposed by
Huang et al. [13], indirectly vary fan speed by controlling

the processor thermal threshold at runtime to reactively
find the optimum fan speed. TAPO is effective only with
constant workloads as it waits for the thermal steady-
state to control the fan speed. Similarly, recent work
by Pradelle et.al. [17] uses a hill-climbing optimization
technique that relies on utilization as a proxy variable
for the estimation of heat dissipation which, as we show
in this paper, is not sufficient to select the optimum
cooling for an arbitrary workload. In our work, we have
direct control over the cooling subsystem of the server.
Moreover, to enable proactiveness, we develop power
and thermal models of the server to predict the leakage
and cooling power for arbitrary workloads.

Prior work on server power modeling usually focuses
on estimating the dynamic power consumed by servers.
Lewis et al. [18] develop a linear regression model based
on performance counters to provide run-time system-
wide power prediction. Other linear models formulate
server power as a quadratic function of CPU usage [19].
The power modeling technique vMeter [20], observes a
correlation between the total system power consumption
and component utilization, and creates a linear total
server power model. Cochran et al. [21] determine the
relevant workload metrics for energy minimization and
manage tradeoffs between energy and delay. Previous
approaches in server power modeling assume that leak-
age has minimal impact and disregard cooling power.
Our work, on the contrary, presents an accurate model
for leakage power consumption and shows its impact on
total power consumption, and is robust to changes in the
workload allocation policy.

There are some recent techniques that consider fan
control together with scheduling for multi-objective op-
timization [16], [22]. These approaches make use of a
joint energy, thermal and cooling management tech-
nique to reduce the server cooling and memory energy
costs. They propose a thermal model that uses electrical
analogies to represent the thermal coupling between the
server components and the effect of fan speed on heat
dissipation. Our work, on the contrary, is able to split and
separately quantify the contributions of cooling power
from those of leakage and total system power.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
to present a leakage-aware multivariate cooling man-
agement strategy that is robust to arbitrary workloads
and allocation policies running on a presently-shipping
enterprise server. Compared to our earlier work [14], this
paper includes models that are robust and accurate for a
wide range of real applications, a proactive runtime fan
control policy, and an analysis of the leakage vs. cooling
tradeoffs for various workload allocation scenarios.

3 METHODOLOGY
The main purposes of the server fans are to remove the
heat produced and to prevent the overheating of the
hottest components such as CPUs and memories. The fan
speed should be carefully selected to avoid overcooling,
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Fig. 1: Fan and leakage power for various workloads.

which implies high cooling costs, and also overheating,
which results in shorter component lifetimes and higher
leakage power. To clarify this point, Figure 1 shows the
cubic increase in fan power with fan speed as well as the
exponential increase in leakage power when fan speed
decreases for two particular workloads running on a
highly multi-threaded enterprise server: (i) a memory in-
tensive workload utilizing 25% of the server (64 copies of
mcf ) and (ii) a CPU intensive workload fully utilizing the
server (256 copies of calculix). We observe that different
RPM settings minimize the total fan plus leakage power
for the two workload scenarios.

The goal of our work is to reduce the energy consump-
tion in enterprise servers found in energy-hungry data
centers. To this end, we propose a proactive fan speed
policy that sets the optimum cooling in a way that is
aware of the leakage-cooling tradeoffs at the server, and
yet robust to different workload allocation policies. To
build this proactive policy, we need to develop accurate
models that predict the leakage and cooling power.
Therefore, an experimental setup is required to isolate
and control the cooling subsystem, as well as to gather
workload and sensor data from the server.

Experimental setup
All experiments are carried out in the above mentioned
presently-shipping enterprise server, which contains two
SPARC T3 processors [23] in 2 sockets that provide a total
of 256 hardware threads, 32 8GB memory DIMMs, and 2
hard drives. We enable customized fan control by setting
the fan currents through external Agilent E3644A power
supplies, as shown in Figure 2.

We map the input current values to fan speeds, which
are inferred with very high accuracy by taking the FFT
of vibration sensors. In our work, we use a minimum
fan speed of 1800RPM, and a maximum of 4200RPM.
1800RPM is sufficiently low to observe how leakage be-
comes dominant over fan power in our system (see Fig-
ure 1). Moreover, fan speeds lower than 1800RPM lead
to unstable fan behavior. On the other hand, 4200RPM
overcools the server under our experimental conditions,
and is above the maximum server default fan speed.

The fan speed can be remotely adjusted by software
scripts in the Data Logging and Control PC (DLC-
PC), which also collects server sensor data through the
Continuous System Telemetry Harness (CSTH) [24]. The
CSTH runs in the service processor of the enterprise
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup and server internals diagram.

server as a part of the existing system software stack;
therefore, no overhead is introduced by the sensor data
processing. For our experiments, we collect the following
sensor data: (i) CPU and memory temperature, (ii) per-
CPU voltage and current, (iii) total server power. We
poll the sensors every second to observe the power and
thermal behavior with sufficient granularity.

We use Solaris 10 OS tools (sar, cpustat, busstat and
iostat) to poll the hardware counters for workload char-
acterization. The overhead introduced by polling the
counters during execution is negligible.

In this paper, we run a comprehensive set of workloads
to train and test our models and policies. For model
training, we use two synthetic workloads that allow to
stress different components of the system:
• LoadGen is a customized load-synthesis tool that

obtains the highest possible gate switching in the
chips and provides customized dynamic profiles
that meet any desired utilization level.

• RandMem is a synthetic benchmark that accesses
random memory regions of a given size with a
given access pattern. The original benchmark [25] is
modified to stress the large DRAMs in our system.

To validate the developed models and to evaluate
our policies, we use: (i) SPEC Power_ssj2008 [26], a
benchmark that evaluates the power and performance
characteristics of volume class servers, (ii) a subset of
floating point (FP) and integer workloads from the CPU-
intensive SPEC CPU 2006 [27] benchmark that exhibit a
distinctive set of characteristics [28], and (iii) the PARSEC
multi-threaded benchmark suite [29] that assesses the
performance of multiprocessor systems.

4 MODELING

This section presents the server power and tempera-
ture models needed to enable proactive cooling man-
agement. First, we model the temperature-dependent
power consumption in the server. Among the enterprise
server components, CPUs exhibit the majority of the
temperature-dependent leakage power [9].

Apart from the leakage awareness, we also consider
lowering the CPU temperature by achieving a flatter
thermal profile via workload allocation. Changing the
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workload allocation to the processor cores has an impact
on both temperature and energy, affecting the power con-
sumption of both CPU and memory. In order to reliably
evaluate the impact of different allocation schemes, we
also model the memory power and validate that memory
power does not depend on temperature.

Finally, we develop a CPU temperature model which
enables us to estimate the temperature attained by a
certain workload and to proactively set the fan speed
to the optimum cooling conditions.

4.1 Server power modeling
The power consumption of a server can be split into three
different contributors: (i) the dynamic or active power,
(ii) the static power, and (iii) the cooling power due to
the server fans:

Pserver = Pstatic + Pdynamic + Pfan (1)

Static power consumption refers to the cumulative
idle server power of all the server components and
the temperature-dependent leakage power, whereas dy-
namic power is inherent to the execution of a certain
workload. In our system, CSTH provides the over-
all power consumption (Pserver) using sensor measure-
ments, whereas the cooling power (Pfan) is isolated and
can be measured independently.

We further divide Pstatic into two components as
Pstatic = Pidle + PleakT , where Pidle represents the idle
power of all components when leakage is minimum, i.e.,
at the maximum server fan speed (4200RPM), and PleakT
is the temperature-dependent leakage power due to the
increase in temperature during workload execution.

Similarly, we divide the workload induced dynamic
power into its sub-components as follows:

Pdynamic = PCPU,dyn + Pmem,dyn + Pother,dyn (2)

where PCPU,dyn is the dynamic CPU power, Pmem,dyn
is the dynamic memory power, and Pother is the con-
tribution of other components. This last component is
mainly composed of disk and network activity. Although
its absolute value can be significant in some workloads,
Pother has negligible dependence on workload allocation
and temperature for the workloads we run.

In order to find the optimum cooling conditions at
runtime, we need to model the temperature-dependent
leakage power PleakT . Additionally, to analyze the im-
pact of workload allocation, we need to derive a model
for memory power. In the next subsections, we provide
a detailed explanation on these models.

CPU power
As the temperature-dependent leakage is mainly due
to CPU leakage, we develop an empirical CPU power
model, and validate our assumption by observing that
overall server leakage can be expressed by the CPU
leakage with sufficient accuracy.

Equation 3 shows how CPU power can be divided into
PCPU,idle, which contains a temperature-independent
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leakage plus the power consumption due to the OS
running, a temperature-dependent leakage component
(PCPU,leakT ), and the dynamic power due to workload
execution (PCPU,dyn):

PCPU = PCPU,idle + PCPU,leakT + PCPU,dyn (3)

As CSTH provides PCPU and PCPU,idle using volt-
age/current sensor readings, we only need to model
PCPU,leakT and PCPU,dyn. We start by modeling the
temperature-dependent leakage power, PCPU,leakT .

Temperature-dependent CPU leakage
To train this model, we use LoadGen synthetic workload
with full utilization. We run the same workload under
different fan speeds ranging from 1800RPM to 4200RPM,
and measure CPU power and temperature. Because the
workload is constant in all experiments and the only
control knob is fan speed, power consumption can only
change due to the temperature-dependent leakage. As
leakage power depends exponentially on temperature,
we use the measured CPU temperature and power to
regress the Taylor series expansion of an exponential:

Pleak = α0 + α1 · TCPU + α2 · T 2
CPU (4)

where αi’s are regression coefficients, and TCPU is the
CPU temperature in Celsius. We derive the above model
for each of the two CPUs in our system.

Figure 3 shows the data regression against the mea-
sured samples of the training set. The model exhibits a
Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) of 0.39W and 0.45W for
CPU0 and CPU1, respectively, for the training set.

To validate our model, we run our test workloads
under different fan speeds, and subtract PCPU,leakT from
the power traces. Because the executions of a given
workload only differ in fan speed, the remaining power
(PCPU,idle + PCPU,dyn) should be the same. Figure 4
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Fig. 6: Dynamic CPU power vs. IPC for 128 concurrent
copies of selected SPEC CPU workloads.

shows two example traces of our validation using two
different fan speeds. The difference between the curves
once leakage has been subtracted is a direct analyti-
cal estimate of the error of our model. We apply the
aforementioned methodology to all the SPEC CPU and
PARSEC workloads in our test set (mcf, sjeng, libquantum,
cactusADM, zeusmp, lbm, calculix from SPEC CPU 2006,
and fluidanimate, canneal, bodytrack, streamcluster, ferret,
facesim from PARSEC) when running with 64, 128 and
192 threads, and compute the difference between the
resultant curves. The average error in the test set is only
0.67W, which shows very high accuracy.

Dynamic CPU power

Finally, to model the dynamic CPU power, prior work
suggests using utilization [17] or number of retired
instructions per cycle (IPC) [30]. However, Figure 5
clearly shows that the utilization is not a reliable metric
for modeling power in our hyper-threaded multi-core
processor, as the same utilization value can correspond to
important differences in dynamic CPU power. Similarly,
as can be observed in Figure 6, IPC is also an inaccurate
power metric as the same IPC value can correspond to
different dynamic CPU power levels. Because of these
outcomes, our dynamic power prediction is based on
our leakage model. We directly subtract the estimated
leakage power and idle power from the measured CPU
power to obtain the dynamic power using Equation (3).

Memory power
This section presents our memory power model, which
is used both to confirm that the memory power does
not depend on temperature and to explain the impact of
workload allocation on server power.

We use a modified version of the synthetic benchmark
RandMem to train our memory model. RandMem stresses

Fig. 7: Server power vs. number of memory accesses for
RandMem workload under different fan speeds

the memory with desired number of read-write accesses
using a memory space from 512Mb to 64GB.

In our system, we have two available power mea-
surements: CPU voltage/current sensors that allow mea-
suring PCPU , and power sensors that measure Pserver.
As the benchmark RandMem has negligible disk and
network number of accesses, we directly use the power
difference Pserver − PCPU to train the model.

Figure 7 shows how memory power grows linearly
with the number of memory accesses per second. We ex-
periment with three different fan speeds to test whether
the memory power depends on temperature. As seen
in the figure, samples representing different fan speeds
are distributed along the plot, indicating that there is
no significant dependence between memory power and
temperature. Hence, we conclude that the temperature-
dependent leakage power is mostly explained by the
CPU leakage, agreeing with prior work [9]. Based on
this observation, we use Equation (5) to model memory
power consumption:

Pmem,dyn = β0 + β1 ·RWacc/sec (5)
where RWacc/sec represents the amount of accesses per
second and β0, β1 are the regression coefficients.

We use both memory- and CPU-bounded SPEC CPU
workloads, SPEC Power and streamcluster from PARSEC
to test our model, using two of the lowest fan speeds
(i.e. 1800RPM and 2400RPM). As these benchmarks do
not stress the memory alone, the difference between
model prediction and measured power, also reflects the
power contribution of the other components of the server
(Pother,dyn) besides the model error. All the test work-
loads result in RMSE below 10W, which is the error
margin of the server power sensor. Therefore, our results
have acceptable accuracy.

4.2 CPU temperature estimation
Using the previous models, we can obtain the server
leakage power at a given temperature with sufficient
accuracy. To adjust fan speed at runtime and minimize
the energy consumption, we also need to predict the
future temperature to compensate for the thermal de-
lays associated with the processor. For this purpose,
we propose a model which first predicts the steady-
state temperature based on power measurements and fan
speed, and then estimates the transient behavior.
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Fig. 8: Steady-state temperature model and measured
samples for three different fan speeds.
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Steady-state estimation
The steady-state temperature of a processor running a
constant workload is strongly correlated with dynamic
power; i.e. each dynamic power level has a correspond-
ing steady-state CPU temperature. To this end, we use
our dynamic CPU power model derived in Section 4.1.

In our experiments, we observe a linear relationship
between the steady-state maximum chip temperature
and the dynamic power consumption for each fan speed
as demonstrated in Figure 8. To train our model, we
launch LoadGen with different duty cycles to vary the
average dynamic power, and record the steady-state
temperature. We repeat the procedure for each available
fan speed and derive models in the following form:

TCPU,ss = k0 + k1 · PCPU,dyn (6)
where TCPU,ss is the steady-state CPU temperature, and
k0, k1 are the model coefficients.

We derive our model using an ambient temperature
of 22◦C. However, as shown in Figure 9, ambient tem-
perature affects the optimum fan speed, and including
it in the model is necessary for robustness. To consider
different ambient temperatures, we use the known linear
relationship between the local ambient and the chip tem-
perature [31]. We experimentally observe that if we add
the difference in ambient temperature to our temperature
estimation as an offset, the RMSE and maximum error
do not increase. This approach ensures the robustness of
the model while keeping its simplicity.

We validate our model by running a set of SPEC
CPU2006 workloads at two different ambient temper-
atures, 22◦C and 27◦C, where we obtain a maximum
error of 6.6◦C and RMSE below 2.1◦C. This accuracy is
sufficient for our purposes.
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Transient state modeling
When processor power varies, temperature changes ex-
ponentially with a time constant. We compute the ther-
mal time constant of each fan speed by fitting exponen-
tial curves to the temperature measurements obtained
while running LoadGen after the idle steady-state. As seen
in Figure 10, the time constants, maximum observable
temperatures and temperature range decrease as the fan
speed increases. As the small changes in temperature
do not affect the leakage power significantly, we only
need to detect the large changes with time constants in
the order of minutes. With such long time constants, we
predict the temperature only during the next minute.
A more fine-grained temperature prediction will lead
to better approximations to the optimal fan speed by
capturing small changes in the temperature; however, it
will also induce unnecessary changes in fan speed and
decrease the lifetime of the fans. The duration of the
temperature prediction should be selected considering
this trade-off.

4.3 Models Summary
To summarize the work presented in this section:
• We have modeled the contributors to power con-

sumption that are affected by leakage power and
workload allocation, i.e. CPU and memory power.

• We have estimated the steady-state and the tran-
sient CPU temperature.

Given a certain workload, the models allow us (i) to
separate the contribution of dynamic power from that of
leakage, (ii) to predict CPU temperature and thus leakage
power for each available fan speed, and (iii) to select
the fan speed that minimizes the leakage plus fan power.
Moreover, the models enables us to evaluate the impact
of workload allocation in Section 6.

5 FAN CONTROL POLICY
Our fan control policy uses temperature and power
measurements to proactively determine the fan speed
that minimizes the fan plus leakage power. In this section,
we describe our policy, its overhead and applicability.

Figure 11 shows the fan speed selection procedure
for steady-state. As discussed in Section 4.1, the dy-
namic power of a constant workload can be estimated
by subtracting the temperature-dependent leakage and
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idle power from the CPU power. Using dynamic power,
we predict the steady-state processor temperature under
each available fan speed setting using our temperature
model given in Section 4.2. Then, we calculate the ex-
pected steady-state leakage and fan power for every fan
speed. Finally, we set the fan speed to the value that
provides the minimum leakage plus fan power.

The workloads that we use present small fluctuations
in power consumption that do not affect temperature
significantly. To avoid inaccuracies caused by these fluc-
tuations, we average dynamic power over a period sig-
nificantly smaller than the thermal time constants. In our
case, we choose an 8-second averaging that captures the
large changes in power that govern temperature while
smoothing out the power trace.

Fig. 11: Fan speed selection procedure for steady-state.

The main shortcoming of a steady-state approach is
that it ignores the thermal transients. As the thermal time
constants are large, the processor temperature can differ
from its steady-state value by several degrees, especially
for highly variable workloads, and energy can be saved
during transients. We consider the transient behavior
by proposing the run-time policy given in Algorithm 1,
where f represents a function and f−1 its inverse.

The policy first calculates the expected steady-state
temperature Tss for each CPU (lines 2-3). Then, it com-
putes the average temperature Tpred over the next τwait
period, using a closed form integration of the transient
temperature prediction (line 4). As temperature changes
slowly, we find a dynamic power corresponding to Tpred
using our steady-state temperature model inversely, ob-
taining dynamic power (line 5).

We use dynamic power Pdyn,pred to predict the ex-
pected temperature Texp under each fan speed (line 7).
Next, the expected leakage power PleakT,exp under var-
ious fan speeds are calculated using the leakage model.
We prevent the selection of fan speeds that result in
temperatures above the critical value Tcritical, by setting
the corresponding leakage power to a very high value.

All predictions until this point are done separately for

Algorithm 1 Policy

1: for each CPU p do
2: P pdyn = P pmeas − P

p
idle − fleakage_model(T

p
meas)

3: T pss = ftemperature_model(P
p
dyn)

4: T ppred = ftransient_model(T
p
ss, T

p
meas)

5: P pdyn,pred = f−1
temperature_model(T

p
pred)

6: for each fan speed s do
7: T p,sexp = ftemperature_model(P

p
dyn,pred)

8: if T p,sexp ≥ Tcritical then
9: P p,sleakT,exp =∞

10: else
11: P p,sleakT,exp = fleakage_model(T

p,s
exp)

12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: for each fan speed s do
16: P sleakT+fan = P sfan +

∑
p P

p,s
leakT,exp

17: end for
18: Set fan speed to argmin

s
(P sleakT+fan)

19: Wait τwait while monitoring Pdyn

each CPU. Finally, total server leakage plus fan power
consumption PleakT+fan is computed for all available fan
speeds. The policy selects the fan speed that provides
the minimum PleakT+fan and waits τwait seconds while
monitoring the system for a workload change. If the dy-
namic CPU power changes significantly, this interval is
interrupted and the optimum fan speed is re-calculated.
This waiting time ensures the stability of the controller
and prevents the fan reliability issues that could arise
with very frequent fan speed changes (i.e. in the order
of seconds). For our system, we choose a τwait value of
1 minute, which is a safe choice considering the large
thermal time constants.

We use a 300RPM resolution for the fan speed selection
in our policy, which is a heuristically selected value. This
resolution is selected such that the available fan speeds
lead to a sufficient approximation to the optimal cooling
conditions. Selecting an unnecessarily fine resolution will
increase the computational overhead of the policy.

Applicability
Our models and the fan speed algorithm are based solely
on power and temperature measurements. Thus, they
can be derived using any constant stress workload with
controllable utilization. Even if sensor data are limited
by a measurement delay, the performance of our policy
is not significantly affected as the thermal time constants
are in the order of minutes, which is much slower than
the policy response time. Even though our policy does
not consider hot spots on the chip, the operating points
are well below the critical thresholds.

Overhead
The fan speed control policy is run by the DLC-PC in our
implementation. On the DLC-PC, the policy measures
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Fig. 12: Clustered vs distributed allocation schemes for
128 active threads.

and averages power every second, and decides on the
fan speed every 60 seconds using LUTs and polynomials.
The leakage and temperature prediction is computed
only for 9 different fan speeds that cover the entire fan
speed range (from 1800 to 4200RPM) with a resolution of
300RPM. As these are very simple operations with long
periods, the policy has negligible overhead and can be
easily implemented in the service processor.

6 IMPACT OF WORKLOAD ALLOCATION
This section describes the impact of workload allocation
on the leakage-cooling and energy-performance tradeoffs
at the server level.

6.1 Allocation schemes
We experiment with two different allocation schemes:
clustered and distributed. Clustered allocation packs all
the threads together into the first N cores of the server,
maximally utilizing all the available hardware threads
in a core. Distributed allocation spreads the workload
as much as possible into all available cores. Figure 12
shows a diagram of the clustered and distributed al-
location for an application with 128 threads, i.e., 50%
utilization. Each box in the figure represents a core, each
with 8 hardware threads that can be individually enabled
or disabled. In order to get different utilization values in
our server, we launch multiple copies of the benchmarks.
For example, 64 copies of a single-threaded SPEC CPU
benchmark utilize 25% of the available hardware threads.

Distributing the workload activates more cores and
increases the number of available FP units and integer
pipelines, as well as the amount of cache and memory
bandwidth. On the other hand, clustering the workload
reduces the amount of active cores in the server, decreas-
ing the power consumption. Recent enterprise servers
come with elastic power policies and core-disabling ca-
pabilities that allow to set idle cores in a deep sleep mode
when all their hardware threads are disabled. For similar
architectures, when all threads in a CPU are idle, up to
60% of power can be saved by setting cores in a deep
sleep state [23].

Task Allocation PCPU,dyn Pmem TCPU0 TCPU1

(W) (W) (2400rpm,◦C)

sjeng Distributed 55.2 32 57.4 55.4
192 threads Clustered 47.4 31 59.4 52.9

mcf Distributed 14.9 95 54.3 51.5
192 Clustered 14.2 98 56.5 51.4

calculix Distributed 75.1 114 63.4 60.7
192 Clustered 65.1 99 66.4 55.6

bodytrack Distributed 30.0 16 55.2 53.1
192 Clustered 26.3 18 54.7 50.6

TABLE 1: Summary of dynamic power and CPU tem-
perature at 2400RPM for selected PARSEC and SPEC
benchmarks running with 192 threads

6.2 Leakage-cooling tradeoffs
From the leakage-cooling perspective, distributed allo-
cation reduces the CPU temperature by balancing the
workload across all cores. This generates similar temper-
atures in both CPUs, and thus, similar leakage power.
However, clustering the workload stresses CPU0 more
than CPU1, and generates temperature and leakage
imbalance between the CPUs. Thus, the same workload
can yield different optimum fan speed values depending
on the allocation scheme. Table 1 shows the impact of al-
location for four workloads with different characteristics
from our test set with 75% utilization, all running under
the same fan speed. As can be seen, the temperature
imbalance between the CPUs depends on the workload,
and leads to different optimum fan speeds. For example,
the optimum fan speed for Bodytrack is 1800RPM when
the clustered allocation is selected, but 2400RPM if we
select the distributed scheme.

As workload allocation changes the leakage and cool-
ing tradeoffs, fan speed policies that do not take into
account temperature and power imbalances cannot fully
exploit the advantage of energy efficient dynamic fan
control. Our proactive policy, on the contrary, is robust
to workload imbalances across the CPUs as it predicts
the leakage for both CPUs separately and computes
the optimum fan speed. Therefore, the policy finds the
optimum regardless of how the workload is allocated.

6.3 Energy-performance tradeoffs
Interesting tradeoffs exist in terms of performance and
energy when clustering/distributing workloads. Dis-
tributed allocation leads to a flatter thermal profile and
maximally utilizes pipelines, whereas clustering reduces
the communication distance between threads, and may
increase the performance of parallel applications with
data sharing.

We use the Energy-Delay Product (EDP) metric, which
weighs power against the square of execution time, for
the joint evaluation of performance and energy. EDP is
calculated considering the total CPU power (PCPU ) and
memory power (Pmem,dyn), as those are the two main
factors affected by the workload allocation. We assume
that when all the hardware threads in a core are disabled,
the core goes into deep sleep mode and its idle power
PCPU,idle is reduced.
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c) Clustered vs distributed EDP for 64 threads
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Fig. 13: Normalized EDP in clustered and distributed
allocation schemes for SPEC CPU and PARSEC bench-
marks under various number of threads.

Type Workload Perf. counters for distributed
IPC Mem Acc. FP Instr L1 acc

High IPC sjeng 1.0 0.01 0.0 0.3

Mem. mcf 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.8
intensive
High FP calculix 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.7

Instr.
Low L1 & L2 bodytrack 0.3 0.0 0.4 0.1

misses

TABLE 2: Summary of performance counters (normal-
ized to the highest value across benchmarks) of selected
PARSEC and SPEC benchmarks with 192 threads.

Figure 13 presents the EDP comparison between the
two allocation schemes for the benchmarks in our test set
under various utilization values. The plot is normalized
to the highest EDP value across experiments. We see that
distributing is better for most cases, as the workloads
benefit from a larger number of available computational
units. As expected, results for clustering and distributing
converge as the number of threads increase. Note that
for the cases where EDP are similar (e.g., libquantum with
192 threads), leakage-cooling tradeoffs should be consid-
ered when determining the most efficient allocation.

Because the results are highly dependent on the work-
load characteristics, we gather relevant performance
counters to explain the differences in EDP between the
two allocation schemes. First, we perform a correlation
test over the performance counters when running the
distributed allocation scheme. We find the following met-
rics to have high correlation with EDP: active thread count,
IPC, L1 cache misses, FP instructions, store instructions and

Metric Benchmark

High IPC sjeng, fluidanimate, calculix, ferret
High FP Instr. lbm, zeusmp, cactusADM, calculix, wrf

Memory intensive lbm, mcf, libquantum, milc
Low L1 & L2 misses bodytrack, fluidanimate, canneal

TABLE 3: Summary of relevant characteristics for SPEC
and PARSEC benchmarks. For each parameter, bench-
marks are ordered from high-to-low.

memory accesses. All metrics except active thread count and
IPC are computed per instruction, and normalized to the
highest observed value. Table 2 summarizes the most
relevant features for some workloads. Table 3 groups to-
gether the benchmarks that exhibit similar characteristics
in terms of their performance counters, and thus, exhibit
similar tradeoffs in EDP.

Putting together the experimental results of Figure 13,
Table 2, and Table 3, we see that high-IPC CPU-bounded
workloads such as sjeng, fluidanimate or calculix always
benefit more from distributing, regardless of utilization.
zeusmp and cactusADM do not have the highest IPC
values, but they are FP-intensive. Because each core
shares one FP unit among all threads, as utilization
decreases, these benchmarks benefit more from being
distributed. Benchmarks such as streamcluster have a high
amount of synchronization locks between threads, so
they do not benefit from a higher number of available
pipelines, and are better clustered for all utilization cases.
The performance of memory-intensive applications, such
as mcf, lbm, libquantum, milc depends on the tradeoff
between available memory bandwidth (decreases with
higher utilization) and contention (increases with higher
utilization).

In a more general way, we can highlight the following
results regarding task classification according to EDP:
• High-IPC and high-FP non-memory-intensive

workloads achieve lower EDP when they are
distributed for all utilization values. However,
benefits are higher as utilization decreases.

• Low-IPC non-memory-intensive tasks (i.e., tasks
with many synchronization locks) have lower EDP
when they are clustered for all utilization levels.

• Memory-intensive benchmarks benefit more from
distributing, especially for medium utilization val-
ues, because of the tradeoffs between available
memory bandwidth and contention.

7 RESULTS

In this section, we present several state-of-the-art policies
and compare their performance against our proposed
proactive fan control strategy. We also show the tradeoffs
in terms of energy and performance when using different
allocation schemes and how our proactive fan control
policy is robust to power and temperature imbalances.
Moreover, by using the power consumption traces of a
real data center we provide an estimation of the expected
benefits of our solution at the data center scope.
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7.1 Baseline policies
Best fixed fan speed
The default server fan policy sets a fixed fan speed that
ensures the server reliability for a worst-case scenario
for each ambient temperature. The default fan speed
for our server is of 3000RPM, which leads to significant
overcooling when the ambient temperature is low.

To have a fair comparison, instead of 3000RPM, we use
as a baseline the fan speed that minimizes leakage plus fan
power for the majority of the workloads to evaluate the
benefits of dynamic fan speed selection. After running
all workloads under all fan speeds, we find that the
best fixed fan speed in our system is 2400RPM for 22◦C
ambient temperature.

TAPO
The TAPO server fan control policy introduced by Huang
et al. [13] changes the thermal set point Tsp of the
processor to indirectly control the fan speed. Assuming
the workload is constant, once the thermal steady-state
is reached, the policy changes Tsp. Then, it observes
the change in the processor temperature and power
processor to decide whether to increase or decrease the
setpoint to achieve lower power.

TAPO assumes an underlying fan controller that keeps
the maximum processor temperature at Tsp. In our TAPO
implementation, we write a bang-bang fan speed control
script that checks CPU temperature every ∆t minutes
and changes the fan speed if the temperature is out of
the range Tsp ±∆T . ∆T and ∆t are heuristically chosen
as 5◦C and 2 minutes, respectively, to avoid fan speed
oscillations. The fan speed resolution is 300RPM as in
our proactive policy.

Bang-bang controller
The bang-bang controller tracks CPU temperature and
tries to maintain the temperature within a desirable
range by means of a multi-threshold controller. Our
implementation tries to keep temperature within the
65◦C-75◦C, thus: (i) if maximum temperature Tmax goes
below 60◦C, fan speed is set to 1800RPM (lowest); (ii) if
Tmax is in between 60◦C to 65 ◦C, fan speed is lowered
by 600RPM; (iii) if Tmax is between 65 to 75 degrees, no
action is taken; (iv) if Tmax rises above 75◦C, fan speed
is increased by 600RPM; and, (v) if Tmax is above 80◦C,
fan speed is increased to 4200RPM.

The threshold values are heuristically chosen to op-
timize the tradeoff between high fan speed change fre-
quency and high temperature overshoots [14], ensuring
the stability of the controller while keeping temperature
in a range that ensures high reliability and low leakage.

LUT-based fan control
This policy implements the idea presented in our previ-
ous work [14]. The controller monitors load periodically
and tries to minimize the leakage plus cooling power by
setting the optimum fan speed during run-time depend-
ing on the utilization of the server. For that purpose, a

LUT that holds the optimum fan speed values for each
utilization value is generated using LoadGen.

Because the controller makes decisions based on
changes in the load utilization rather than reacting to
temperature changes, the system proactively sets fan
speed before a thermal event occurs. To ensure the
stability of the controller and to prevent fan reliability
issues in the case of highly variable workloads, we do
not allow high-to-low RPM changes for 1 minute after
each RPM update.

7.2 Workload profiles
We generate 4 different workload profiles that exhibit
a wide range of behaviors from a statistical perspective
to evaluate our method against existing policies. Each
workload profile consists of 10 tasks of our test set
(i.e., the workloads from SPEC or PARSEC launched
with certain number of copies as described in Sections 4
and 6), generated with a Poisson statistical distribution
of arrival (λ) and service (µ) times. To generate profiles
with variable stress in terms of power consumption, all
benchmarks from SPEC and PARSEC with 25%, 50% and
75% utilization are arranged into two classes: high power
consumption and low power consumption. For each
profile, we vary the probability of choosing benchmarks
from the high power class (p(high)). Within each class,
benchmarks are chosen randomly.

Table 4 summarizes the main parameters of each pro-
file, and describes the sequence of benchmarks.

7.3 Joint workload and cooling management
We implement the fan control policies described in Sec-
tion 7.1 plus our proposed policy, and test them for
every workload profile described in Section 7.2, under
different allocation policies: (i) a clustered allocation
scheme without core sleep states, (ii) a clustered allo-
cation scheme with core sleep states, (iii) a distributed
allocation scheme, and (iv) a best-case allocation that
selects the lowest EDP allocation for each benchmark,
as in Figure 13.

Table 5 shows the results of all the controllers for the
clustered (without core sleep states) and the distributed
allocation schemes. The energy metric (column 4) is com-
puted with total CPU power minus CPU idle power plus
fan power (i.e., PCPU+fan = PCPU − PCPU,idle + Pfan),
and the savings (column 5) represent the % reduction of
leakage and fan energy achieved by our policy compared
to other policies. It has to be taken into account that
the fixed fan speed policy shown in Table 5 has been
selected considering the leakage-cooling tradeoffs (see
Section 7.1). This policy is already reducing the CPU
energy of workload profile 1 by 8.3% when compared
to the server default fan control policy.

The performance of the fan control policies depend
both on the workload profile and on the allocation. As
the fixed fan speed policy uses 2400RPM, its perfor-
mance mainly depends on the number of the benchmark-
allocation pairs, that have 2400RPM as their best fan
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Profile Arrival λ (min), Workload sequence (benchmark and number of threads)
Service µ (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 25 , 20 ferret libquan. zeusmp wrf calculix fluid. sjeng cactus facesim zeusmp
128 192 128 128 128 192 128 128 128 128

2 25 , 20 zeusmp milc wrf sjeng mcf cactus calculix lbm canneal zeusmp
192 128 128 128 128 128 64 128 64 192

3 15 , 10 sjeng mcf sjeng sjeng calculix facesim facesim facesim ferret facesim
192 128 128 128 192 192 128 128 128 128

4 15 , 10 fluid. canneal stream. stream. canneal calculix canneal canneal lbm bodytrack
192 128 64 64 128 128 64 64 192 192

TABLE 4: Summary of main characteristics for workload profiles. The profiles 1 and 3 have a p(high) of 0.8, and the
profiles 2 and 4 have a p(high) of 0.2.

speed. For example, the fixed fan policy performs bet-
ter with the clustered allocation than the distributed
allocation while running workload profile 3, because
most of the applications in profile 3 have smaller energy
consumption when clustered. The fixed fan speed policy
outperforms the dynamic baseline policies in some cases,
as temperature-driven controllers (i.e., TAPO and Bang-
Bang) use the maximum temperature across two CPUs
to set the fan speed. As they do not consider the tem-
perature imbalance between CPUs, their performance
depends on how well the total leakage is described by
the maximum temperature. On the other hand, the
LUT controller uses utilization to set the fan speed. As
utilization is not an accurate metric for power modeling,
it does not perform well with arbitrary workloads. Our
proactive policy computes the fan speed that minimizes
the sum of the cooling power and the leakage power of
both CPUs, and thus, it yields the most efficient results
regardless of the workload and the allocation.

Figure 14 shows the fan speed and the processor tem-
perature trends of the fixed fan speed policy, the bang-
bang policy, and the proactive policy running workload
profile 1 under clustered allocation scheme. We observe
that the proactive policy reduces oscillations in temper-
ature when compared to the bang-bang controller, as it
maintains temperature within the range that minimizes
the leakage plus fan power curve.

Finally, we compare the energy consumed by the
workload profiles under different allocation schemes.
Even though the SPARC T3 cores support core-level deep
sleep modes, the current software on our server does not
support direct control over this feature. To overcome this
limitation, we use the reported sleep power values [23],
and compute EDP for the scenarios including sleep
accordingly. We apply this computation adjustment to
the real data obtained on our system.

Table 6 shows a summary of EDP, energy, power
and performance metrics for different allocation policies
under the proactive fan control policy. The energy results
for columns 3 and 4 are computed by summing up
memory power and total CPU power. Column 5 reports
workload execution time without considering the idle
server time between workload arrivals. The best-case
allocation shows the lowest energy consumption in most
of the cases, resulting in up to 12.7% improvement when
compared to a distributed allocation and up to 15% when
compared to a clustered allocation scheme. Even though

Profile, Fan Fan CPU Leak+Fan Avg
Allocation policy Energy Energy Savings RPM

(Wh) (Wh) (%)
1, Clustered Fixed 64.2 243.9 2.3 2400

TAPO 42.4 243.8 2.2 1848
Bang 44.1 241.2 0.2 1888
LUT 43.9 245.4 3.4 1883

Proactive 49.8 240.9 - 2047
1, Distributed Fixed 64.2 241.2 1.3 2400

TAPO 41.6 241.5 1.6 1821
Bang 41.4 243.0 2.7 1819
LUT 43.9 243.6 3.2 1883

Proactive 57.3 239.5 - 2236
2, Clustered Fixed 62.3 217.7 3.1 2400

TAPO 42.1 216.2 1.9 1874
Bang 43.8 216.4 2.0 1915
LUT 44.1 217.6 3.0 1921

Proactive 55.3 213.9 - 2226
2, Distributed Fixed 62.3 219.4 2.5 2400

TAPO 40.2 219.6 2.6 1821
Bang 40.4 218.1 1.5 1825
LUT 43.5 219.4 2.5 1906

Proactive 54.6 216.3 - 2210
3, Clustered Fixed 33.1 137.8 0.8 2400

TAPO 22.7 137.7 0.6 1887
Bang 22.9 138.3 1.5 1896
LUT 26.6 138.1 1.2 2079

Proactive 30.9 137.3 - 2297
3, Distributed Fixed 33.1 143.0 6.4 2400

TAPO 22.7 140.1 2.4 1887
Bang 22.4 140.5 3.0 1872
LUT 25.8 139.6 1.7 2039

Proactive 28.2 138.5 - 2171
4, Clustered Fixed 58.5 163.1 2.7 2400

TAPO 38.2 161.7 1.5 1843
Bang 38.0 161.9 1.7 1837
LUT 41.8 162.0 1.7 1927

Proactive 47.9 160.1 - 2120
4, Distributed Fixed 58.0 164.8 3.7 2400

TAPO 37.7 162.5 1.6 1830
Bang 38.0 162.3 1.5 1837
LUT 36.9 163.4 2.5 1806

Proactive 47.8 160.7 - 2118

TABLE 5: Summary of fan control results for all work-
loads under different allocation schemes.

the execution time of the best-case allocation is longer
than the distributed scheme in all cases, it results in
better EDP by saving more energy. Moreover, the best-
case allocation reduces the maximum CPU temperature
when compared to the clustered allocation, and increases
only by a maximum of 1◦C when compared to the
distributed allocation.
7.4 Discussion on the Impact at the Data Center
Finally, we discuss and evaluate the impact of our server-
level policies at the data center scope. To this end,
we gather server power traces of a high-performance
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b) Bang−bang controller 
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c) Proactive controller
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Fig. 14: Fixed speed, bang-bang, and proactive controller temperature and RPM traces for workload profile 1.

Profile, EDP Energy Exec.Time TCPUmax

Allocation (kWh2) (Wh) (min) (◦C)
1, Clustered (w/o sleep) 2.63 823.8 192 71

Clustered (w/sleep) 2.33 731.6 192 71
Distributed 1.83 712.4 154 67

Best-case 1.82 697.6 157 67.5
2, Clustered (w/o sleep) 2.87 818.0 210 68

Clustered (w/sleep) 2.48 707.9 210 68
Distributed 1.84 697.6 158 66

Best-case 1.86 684.5 163 65
3, Clustered (w/o sleep) 0.74 428.1 104 71.5

Clustered (w/sleep) 0.67 383.7 104 71.5
Distributed 0.55 384.4 85 68.5

Best-case 0.55 368.5 89 67.5
4, Clustered (w/o sleep) 2.1 634.3 196 71

Clustered (w/sleep) 1.7 525.7 196 71
Distributed 1.9 617.5 182 64

Best-case 1.7 538.8 191 64.5

TABLE 6: EDP, Energy and performance for various
allocation policies with proactive policy.

computing cluster consisting of 260 computer nodes in 9
racks at the Madrid Supercomputing and Visualization
Center (CeSViMa). By using the data center telemetry
deployed in CeSViMa, we gather 3 hours of real server
power traces for 256 servers. We use this power traces
to simulate the execution of our proactive policy in a
larger-scale scenario with a realistic workload profile.

We compute the savings that our policy would achieve
when compared to the fixed fan speed policy (see Sec-
tion 7.1). We do so for the whole cluster under dif-
ferent room ambient temperatures that are within the
allowable range published by ASHRAE (i.e., 5◦C to
45◦C for class A4 volume servers, and 15◦C to 32◦C for
class A1 enterprise servers). We perform this analysis
off-line in simulation space, applying the models and
policies to the gathered power traces and computing
the energy savings. For every single power trace and
ambient temperature, our policy outperforms the fixed
fan speed policy and the default server fan policy. For
22◦C ambient temperature, our policy obtains 1.9% en-
ergy savings for the whole cluster in leakage plus fan
power when compared to a fixed fan speed of 2400RPM.
If room temperature increases to 27◦C, our results show
that a fixed fan speed of 2400RPM is no longer valid
and needs to be raised to 2700RPM to ensure the worst-
case server temperature. Thus, energy savings for the
proactive policy increase to 5.5% when compared to the
fixed fan speed policy. Similarly, if we further increase
ambient temperature to 32◦C, the fan speed for the fixed

fan control policy needs to be raised to 3000RPM, and
the savings for our proactive fan control policy achieve
10.3%. These savings are translated into a reduction of
2.5% in the total CPU energy consumption of the cluster
for an ambient temperature of 27◦C.

As room temperature raises, the fan speed needed to
keep servers within safe environmental conditions also
increases. Moreover, the sum of leakage and fan power
increases by 20% when room temperature raises from
22◦C to 32◦C for the proactive fan control policy. This ob-
servation is in accordance with prior work [9]. Moreover,
the impact of the leakage-temperature tradeoffs in the
overall power consumption of the data center increases
as the data room cooling becomes more efficient. In
data centers with a high PUE value (i.e., around 2),
increasing the room temperature yields important energy
savings. However, in data centers with improved cooling
subsystems (based on hot/cold aisle containment or free
cooling), raising room ambient temperature yields less
savings because of the increase in the leakage plus fan
power. Figure 15 shows the total energy consumption
in CeSViMa, assuming different PUE scenarios and as-
suming that each degree of increase in room tempera-
ture yields 4% energy savings in the cooling subsystem,
which is a commonly accepted metric in industry [32]. As
we can see, if the initial PUE is 2.0 for a room at 22◦C am-
bient temperature, the reduction in energy consumption
when increasing room temperature is very significant.
For the world average PUE of 1.65, increasing room
temperature still yields significant savings. However,
for lower PUE values (achieved by improving cooling
efficiency), increasing room temperature leads to reduced
energy savings, because of the impact of leakage and
fans in the overall energy consumption of the data center.
Thus, as data room cooling becomes more efficient, the
impact of the leakage-cooling tradeoffs at the server level
becomes more significant.

8 CONCLUSIONS
Improving server cooling efficiency is a necessary pre-
requisite for sustainable computing at data centers,
which have prohibitively high electricity use. Higher
chip power densities brought by new process technolo-
gies cause temperatures to rise, which in turn, increases
leakage power. Moreover, as data center cooling becomes
more efficient, the contribution of leakage and server fans
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Fig. 15: Normalized CeSViMa cooling plus IT power
consumption for the workload execution under various
PUE scenarios

become more significant. These observations imply that
the tradeoffs between cooling and leakage power need
to be taken into account for designing efficient cooling
strategies both at server and at data center levels.

In this paper, we have developed power models that
accurately estimate various contributors to server power
consumption. Using these models, we have proposed a
leakage-aware cooling control policy that minimizes the
energy consumption. Our policy is able to work with
arbitrary workloads, and it is robust to variations in
workload allocation. Our results on a commercial server
show that our policy reduces the leakage plus fan energy
by up to a 6% compared to existing policies and the
CPU energy consumption by more than 9% compared
to the default server control policy, without imposing
any performance penalty. We have also analyzed the
impact of workload allocation, and have shown that by
choosing the best-EDP allocation for a given load along
with using our proactive cooling control policy, we can
obtain energy savings by up to 15%.

The devised policy has also been applied in a broader
distributed scenario with real data center traces, opti-
mizing CPU power consumption by 2.5% for the whole
cluster, and showing how the impact of our policy raises
as data room temperature increases.
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